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Abstract We introduce a new class of integer-valued self-exciting threshold mod-
els, which is based on the binomial autoregressive model of order one as introduced
by McKenzie (Water Resour Bull 21:645–650, 1985. doi:10.1111/j.1752-1688.1985.
tb05379.x). Basic probabilistic and statistical properties of this class of models are
discussed. Moreover, parameter estimation and forecasting are addressed. Finally, the
performance of these models is illustrated through a simulation study and an empirical
application to a set of measle cases in Germany.
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1 Introduction

Continuous-valued threshold autoregressive models have been extensively investi-
gated in the literature, see the survey by Tong (2011). Some basic results on the
probabilistic structure of this class of models can be found, e.g., in Chan et al.
(1985), Chan and Tong (1985), Cline and Pu (1999, 2004), Lanne and Saikko-
nen (2005), Liebscher (2005), and in the books by Tong (1990), Turkman et al.
(2014). Threshold models as proposed by Tong and Lim (1980), Tong (1983) have
had an enormous influence in various fields of research in the past years caused
by their excellent abilities to handle nonlinearity. They find usage in, e.g., actuar-
ial science (Chan et al. 2004), biological sciences (Stenseth et al. 2006) as well
as economics and finance (Chen et al. 2011; Hansen 2011) just to mention a
few.

In the field of integer-valued time series modeling (with either bounded or
unbounded range of counts), limited research has been carried out so far to develop
models to cope with time series of counts exhibiting piecewise-type patterns. One
such approach is hidden Markov models (HMM) for counts (Zucchini and MacDon-
ald 2009), where a state dependence of the observed counts is introduced through
an underlying (invisible) finite Markov chain (also see Sect. 5 below). While the
HMMs are some kind of parameter-driven regime switching models, the thresh-
old models being considered here are observation-driven regime switching models.
Besides the threshold regression model by Samia et al. (2007), a few models being
motivated by the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) approach have been pro-
posed, see the survey by Möller and Weiß (2015). In particular, Monteiro et al.
(2012) introduced the class of self-exciting threshold integer-valued autoregressive
(SETINAR) models of order one and with two regimes, defined by the recursive equa-
tion

Xt =
{

α1 ◦ Xt−1 + Zt if Xt−1 ≤ R,

α2 ◦ Xt−1 + Zt if Xt−1 > R.

Here, (Zt ) constitutes a sequence of integer-valued random variables and R represents
the fixed threshold level separating the regimes. The “α◦” is the binomial thinning
operator of Steutel andHarn (1979). It is defined asα◦X := ∑X

i=1 Yi , for X with range
N0 = {0, 1, . . .}, where the Yi ’s are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
Bernoulli variables with probability α ∈ (0; 1). A similar SET approach related to the
INAR(1) model was proposed by Thyregod et al. (1999). It is important to stress here
that the models by Monteiro et al. (2012), Thyregod et al. (1999) as well as the other
recently proposed ARMA-like models by Wang et al. (2014), Yu et al. (2014), Zou
and Yu (2014) are useful for fitting integer-valued time series exhibiting the piecewise
phenomena defined over an infinite range of counts.

However, these SETINAR models are of little use for modeling time series taking
values over a finite range of counts. As an illustrative example of a time series of
counts exhibiting two different regimes over a bounded interval, Fig. 1 shows a time
series plot of the counts of districts in Germany in which at least one new case of
measles was observed (weekly counts, 2004–2005); the data were downloaded from
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Fig. 1 Weekly number of districts in Germany with at least one new case of measles (2004–2005). Dotted
line estimated threshold dividing the range into two regimes. Gray lines lower and upper limit of 95%
forecast intervals for fitted LSET-BAR(1) model, see Sect. 5

SurvStat (Robert-Koch-Institut 2014). The time series consists of T = 105 data points
(53 weeks in 2004 and 52 weeks in 2005), taking values within the set {0, . . . , N }
with N = 38, where the fixed upper bound is determined through the given number
of districts in Germany. A visual inspection of the time series reveals a level shift
in the graphic corresponding to the first half of 2005, so it seems appropriate to mix
integer-valued and threshold models for describing this data set.

Motivated by the aforementioned example, we shall propose a simple class of
threshold autoregressive models for finite counts data based on McKenzie’s binomial
AR(1) [BAR(1)] model. For the predetermined upper limit N of the range, the latter
model is defined by the recursion

Xt = α ◦ Xt−1 + β ◦ (N − Xt−1), (1)

for π ∈ (0; 1), r ∈
(
max {− π

1−π
,− 1−π

π
}; 1

)
and β := π(1 − r), α := β + r . Here,

all thinnings are performed independently of each other, and the thinnings at time
t are independent of (Xs)s<t . Note that the representation for Xt in (1) guarantees
that the range of Xt is given by the set {0, 1, . . . , N }. Furthermore, the condition
on r guarantees that the thinning parameters α, β ∈ (0; 1). The parameter α can be
interpreted as a survival rate, and β as a recolonization rate. The process in (1) is a
stationaryMarkov chainwith N+1 states and binomialmarginal distribution B(N , π).
The BAR(1) process shares important properties with the conventional AR(1) model,
e.g., that the autocorrelation function (ACF) ρ(k) = rk decays to 0 at an exponential
rate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, diverse self-exciting
threshold versions of the BAR(1) model (1) are introduced and investigated in detail.
Parameter estimation and model specification are addressed in Sect. 3, while Sect. 4
deals with approaches for forecasting. In Sect. 5, we consider again the measles data
shown in Fig. 1 and compare our models to competing models. Section 6 presents pos-
sible extensions of our basic self-exciting threshold models, e.g., with higher delays,
or for the case of bivariate counts. The article closes with some concluding remarks
in Sect. 7.
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2 A basic self-exciting threshold binomial AR(1) model

Based on the BAR(1) model (1), we build our extension by introducing a self-exciting
threshold mechanism. For the moment, we restrict to a basic model, where the finite
range is separated into two regimes, and where the state of the process is selected
according to the previous observation (delay 1); later in Sect. 6, a number of pos-
sible extensions of our basic model are presented. The two regimes are determined
by a specified threshold value 0 ≤ R < N : The lower regime consists of the states
{0, 1, 2, . . . , R}, and the upper regime consists of {R + 1, R + 2, . . . , N }. In each
regime, the model takes individual values for the survival rate αi and for the recolo-
nization rate βi .

2.1 The SET binomial AR(1) model

We start with the most general definition of our basic self-exciting threshold bino-
mial AR(1) model (SET-BAR), i.e., a univariate model having two regimes and delay
parameter 1. Later in Sect. 6, we discuss possible extensions to higher-order autore-
gressions, to delays d > 1, to more than two regimes, and to the bivariate case.

Definition 2.1 Let N ∈ N be the predetermined upper limit of the range, and let 0 ≤
R < N be the threshold value. Define πi ∈ (0; 1), ri ∈

(
max {− πi

1−πi
, − 1−πi

πi
}; 1

)
,

as well as βi := πi · (1 − ri ) ∈ (0; 1) and αi := βi + ri ∈ (0; 1) for i ∈ {1, 2}. A
process (Xt ) is called a SET-BAR(1) process if Xt follows the recursion

Xt = φt ◦ Xt−1 + ηt ◦ (N − Xt−1) for t ∈ Z, (2)

where φt := α1 It−1 + α2(1 − It−1) and ηt := β1 It−1 + β2(1 − It−1) with It−1 :=
1{Xt−1≤R} as the indicator variable.
Note that, in the case R = 0, the parameter α1 has no influence on themodel and hence
can be chosen arbitrarily, which, in turn, makes α1 unidentifiable during the parameter
estimation process. The same issue occurs for β2 in the case R = N−1. To circumvent
these problems, we set r1 = r2 for the threshold values R = 0, N − 1, i.e., we use the
LSET model as introduced in Sect. 2.2 below. In all remaining cases, the parameters
are identifiable as long as there is a sufficient number of different observations in each
regime.

Since the SET-BAR(1) model falls within the class of density-dependent binomial
AR(1) [DD-BAR(1)] models as introduced by Weiß and Pollett (2014),1 it follows
by expression (1) in Weiß and Pollett (2014) that the transition probabilities pk|l :=
P(Xt = k|Xt−1 = l) of the SET-BAR(1) process take the form

pk|l =
min {k,l}∑

m=max {0,k+l−N }
( l
m

)(N−l
k−m

)
φm
t (1 − φt )

l−mηk−m
t (1 − ηt )

N−l+m−k > 0. (3)

1 The density-dependent models by Weiß and Pollett (2014) might also be understood as special SET
models with N + 1 regimes.
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Note that the (N +1)× (N +1)-dimensional transition matrix P := (pk|l)k,l=0,...,N is
primitive so that the process is ergodic with uniquely determined stationary marginal
distribution p. Since it is hardly possible to obtain a closed-form expression for the sta-
tionary marginal distribution p, we determine it numerically by solving the eigenvalue
problem P p = p.

Next, we derive marginal conditional moments. From expression (2) in Weiß and
Pollett (2014), we obtain

E[Xt |Xt−1] = It−1 (r1Xt−1+(1 − r1)π1N )+(1 − It−1) (r2Xt−1 + (1 − r2)π2N ) ,

(4)

V [Xt |Xt−1] = It−1 (r1(1 − r1)(1 − 2π1)Xt−1 + N (1 − r1)π1 (1 − (1 − r1)π1))

+ (1 − It−1) (r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2)Xt−1

+ N (1 − r2)π2 (1 − (1 − r2)π2)) . (5)

Nowwe are prepared to obtain the unconditional mean and the variance of the station-
ary process. For simplicity in notation, we define p := P(Xt ≤ R) = E[It−1],
μX := E[Xt ], σ 2

X := V [Xt ], and the partial moments μI X := E[It−1Xt−1],
μI X,2 := E[It−1X2

t−1]. Then, unconditional mean and variance are given by

μX = r1 − r2
1 − r2

μI X + N

(
p π1

1 − r1
1 − r2

+ (1 − p) π2

)
, (6)

(1 − r22 ) σ 2
X = r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2) μX − 2Npr2 ((1 − r1)π1 − (1 − r2)π2) μX

− 2r2(r1 − r2) μXμI X + (r21 − r22 ) μI X,2 − (r1 − r2)
2 μ2

I X

+ 2N (r1 − p(r1 − r2)) ((1 − r1)π1 − (1 − r2)π2) μI X

+ (r1(1 − r1)(1 − 2π1) − r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2)) μI X

+ Np(1 − r1)π1 (1 − (1 − r1)π1)

+ N (1 − p)(1 − r2)π2 (1 − (1 − r2)π2)

+ N 2 p(1 − p) ((1 − r1)π1 − (1 − r2)π2)
2 . (7)

The proof of (6) and (7) can be found in “Unconditional mean and variance” section
of Appendix 1. Keep in mind that p strongly depends on π1 and π2.

2.2 The LSET binomial AR(1) model

Looking at Fig. 1, it becomes clear that the level of the measles time series is shifted
in the first half of 2005, while there is no obvious change in the serial dependence
structure. This motivates to consider the model in Definition 2.1 but with the addi-
tional restriction r1 = r2 =: r with r ∈

(
max {− π1

1−π1
, − π2

1−π2
, − 1−π1

π1
, − 1−π2

π2
}; 1

)
.

Notice that we will not have to consider the complicated restriction on the left-hand
side of the interval for r if we only use positive values for the dependence parameter r .

The restriction r1 = r2 is attractive to keep the number of model parameters low.
It implies that α1 − β1 = α2 − β2 and that β2 − β1 = (π2 − π1)(1 − r). Since only
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the level of the process is shifted, we will refer to this model as the level SET-BAR(1)
model, abbreviated as LSET-BAR(1) model.

Definition 2.2 A SET-BAR(1) process for which r1 = r2 =: r �= 0 holds is called an
LSET-BAR(1) process.

Although in this case, the transition probabilities in (3) do not change much, we get
more simple expressions for the conditional moments (4) and (5):

E[Xt |Xt−1] = r Xt−1 + N (1 − r) (It−1 π1 + (1 − It−1) π2) , (8)

V [Xt |Xt−1] = It−1 (r(1 − r)(1 − 2π1)Xt−1 + N (1 − r)π1 (1 − (1 − r)π1))

+ (1 − It−1) (r(1 − r)(1 − 2π2)Xt−1

+ N (1 − r)π2 (1 − (1 − r)π2)) . (9)

In particular, unconditional mean (6) and variance (7) can be simplified a lot for
a stationary LSET-BAR(1) process (Xt ); see “Unconditional mean and variance”
section of Appendix 1:

μX = Np π1 + N (1 − p) π2, (10)

σ 2
X = Np π1(1 − π1) + N (1 − p) π2(1 − π2) + N 2 p(1 − p) (π2 − π1)

2

+ 2r

1 + r
(N − 1) (π2 − π1) (Np π1 − μI X ) . (11)

In view of the practical relevance of the parsimonious LSET model, additional sto-
chastic properties are derived in Sect. 2.4 below.

2.3 The LSET0 binomial AR(1) model

Relations (8) and (9) highlight that the case r = 0 has to be treated separately. In
contrast to the usual BAR(1) model, where r = 0 corresponds to serial independence,
an LSET-BAR(1) model with r = 0 still exhibits dependence on Xt−1, but only
through the indicator function It−1, whereas the concrete value of Xt−1 is without
influence.

Definition 2.3 A SET-BAR(1) process with r1 = r2 = 0 is said to be an LSET0-
BAR(1) process.

Notice that this model has only two parameters, namely π1 = α1 = β1 and π2 =
α2 = β2. So depending on whether Xt−1 ≤ R or Xt−1 > R, the next count Xt is
generated from either B(N , π1) or B(N , π2), respectively. If, for instance, R = 0, the
LSET0 model allows for a simple way of causing zero inflation or zero deflation.

Conditional mean and variance follow from (8) and (9) as

E[Xt |Xt−1] = N (It−1 π1 + (1 − It−1) π2) , (12)

V [Xt |Xt−1] = It−1 (Nπ1(1 − π1)) + (1 − It−1) (Nπ2(1 − π2)) . (13)
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Self-exciting threshold binomial autoregressive processes 375

The unconditional mean (10) remains as before, but the unconditional variance (11)
simplifies to

σ 2
X = Np π1(1 − π1) + N (1 − p) π2(1 − π2) + N 2 p(1 − p) (π2 − π1)

2.

(14)

We conclude our discussion by pointing out the analogy of the LSET0 model to the
“piecewise constant AR model” in Example 4.3 in Tong (2011) as well as to the
“martingale difference model” (Tong 2011, Example 4.4) [also see the more gen-
eral threshold model for conditional heteroscedasticity (“T-CHARM”) in Chan et al.
2014]. But while the latter models only change either the conditional mean or the
conditional variance, the LSET0 model changes conditional mean and conditional
variance simultaneously due to the conditional binomial distribution.

2.4 Further properties of the LSET-BAR(1) model

Let us look back to the LSET-BAR(1)model according to Definition 2.2. The binomial
index of dispersion, BID, is a useful metric when quantifying the dispersion behavior
of count data random variables with a finite range {0, . . . , N }. It is defined as

BID ≡ BID(N , μ, σ 2) = Nσ 2

μ(N − μ)
= σ 2

μ
(
1 − μ

N

) > 0. (15)

For the binomial distribution, it holds that BID = 1. A distribution with finite range is
said to have overdispersion if BID > 1 (also extra-binomial variation), it is equidis-
persed if BID = 1, and it is underdispersed if BID < 1, each with respect to the
binomial distribution.

For the LSET-BAR(1) model, the BID follows from (10) and (11) as

BID = 1 + N (N−1)p(1 − p) (π2 − π1)
2+ 2r

1+r (N − 1)(π2 − π1) (Np π1 − μI X )

Np π1(1 − π1)+N (1 − p) π2(1 − π2)+Np(1 − p) (π2 − π1)2
,

(16)

see “Binomial index of dispersion” section of Appendix 1. Note that for r ∈
(0; 1), underdispersion is only possible for π2 < π1. In contrast, for r ∈(
max {− π1

1−π1
, − π2

1−π2
, − 1−π1

π1
, − 1−π2

π2
}; 0

)
, underdispersion is only possible for

π2 > π1. For r = 0 (LSET0 model, see Definition 2.3), the model always shows
overdispersion provided that π1 �= π2.

Solving now the equation BID = 1 in order to x := π2 − π1, it follows that

0 = N (N − 1)p(1 − p) · x2 + 2r

1 + r
(N − 1) (Npπ1 − μI X ) · x

⇔ x = 0 (⇔ π1 = π2) or x = −
2r
1+r (Npπ1 − μI X )

Np(1 − p)
.
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Fig. 2 PMF of LSET-BAR(1) model with N = 40, r = 0.3, π1 = 0.15, π2 = 0.4, and with threshold
R = 10. For this model, we have p ≈ 0.54, μI X ≈ 3.21, μX ≈ 10.56 and BID ≈ 4.14

This result implies that for parameter values lying between these two roots, the process
is underdispersed. In a nutshell, the LSET model is able to show over- and underdis-
persion for appropriate parameter settings.

Like for the continuous threshold models, we observed that the probability mass
function (PMF) of the LSET-BAR(1) process may have multiple modes (see Fig. 2
as an example). In analogy to Tong and Lim (1980), we define the skeleton of the
LSET-BAR(1) model as

xt = r xt−1 +
{

(1 − r)π1N if xt−1 ≤ R

(1 − r)π2N if xt−1 > R
. (17)

We studied the limit cycles of the skeleton Tong and Lim (1980) aiming to find
relations between the location of the modes and the elements in the limit cycle. How-
ever, it was not possible to establish a unique relation between the modes and limit
cycles.

Finally, we investigate the ACF ρ(k) for the LSET-BAR(1) model. In “Autocovari-
ance function” section of Appendix 1, it is proved that

ρ(k) = rk + N (1 − r)(π1 − π2)

σ 2
X

·
k∑

s=1

rs−1 Cov[It−s, Xt−k], (18)

where σ 2
X = V [Xt ] and It−s = 1{Xt−s≤R}. The ACF in (18) reduces to the well-known

AR(1)-like ACF of the BAR(1) model for π1 = π2. Otherwise, the ACF differs from
the function f (k) := (ρ(1))k as it would be expected from an AR(1)-like model. The
model in Fig. 3, for instance, has longer memory than a corresponding AR(1)-like
model.

For the LSET0-BAR(1) model, the ACF takes the form

ρ(k)
∣∣∣
r=0

= N (π1 − π2)

σ 2
X

Cov[It−1, Xt−k]. (19)
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Fig. 3 ACF of LSET-BAR(1) model from Fig. 2, i.e., with N = 40, r = 0.3, π1 = 0.15, π2 = 0.4 and
R = 10 (black dots). Gray triangles show f (k) := (ρ(1))k

3 Parameter estimation and model specification for SET-BAR(1) models

In this section, we consider first parameter estimation in the SET-BAR(1) model using
conditional least squares (CLS) and conditionalmaximum likelihood (CML)methods.
Later, we will take a look at a likelihood ratio test in view of uncovering nonlinearities.

3.1 Conditional least squares and maximum likelihood estimation

Let X0, X1, . . . , XT be the available segment from the SET-BAR(1) process with
vector of unknown parameters θ := (r1, r2, π1, π2) taking values in

Θ :=
(
max

{
− π1

1−π1
,− 1−π1

π1

}
; 1

)
×

(
max

{
− π2

1−π2
,− 1−π2

π2

}
; 1

)
× (0; 1)2.

For now, we assume a fixed threshold R (later we drop this assumption). Note that
the alternative parameterization of the full SET model, with parameter vector θ :=
(α1, α2, β1, β2), would have the practical advantage that (α1, α2, β1, β2) has to satisfy
the box constraint (0; 1)4.

The CLS estimators θ̂CLS are obtained by numerically minimizing the sum of the
squared deviations

Q(θ) :=
T∑
t=1

(Xt − g(θ, Xt−1))
2 ≡

T∑
t=1

U 2
t (20)

with respect to θ , where g(θ, Xt−1) := E[Xt |Xt−1] is given by (4). Since the SET-
BAR(1) process is stationary and ergodic, it follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in
Klimko and Nelson (1978) that θ̂CLS is a consistent and asymptotically normal esti-
mator of θ , i.e., √

T
(
θ̂CLS − θ

)
d→ N

(
0, V−1WV−1

)
, (21)

where V and W are 4 × 4 squared matrices with the i j th element given by

Vi j = E

[
∂

∂θi
g(θ, Xt−1)

∂

∂θ j
g(θ, Xt−1)

]
,

Wi j = E
[
U 2
t

∂
∂θi

g(θ, Xt−1)
∂

∂θ j
g(θ, Xt−1)

]
. (22)
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Similar arguments apply to theLSETmodelswith their reduced number of parameters.
Consider now the conditional maximum likelihood (CML) method to estimate the

unknown model parameters θ . The CML estimators are obtained maximizing the
conditional log-likelihood function

�(θ) := log L(θ; x0) ≡
T∑
t=1

ln Pθ (Xt = xt |Xt−1 = xt−1), (23)

with the transition probabilities defined in (3), i.e., they solve the following maximiza-
tion problem:

θ̂ = argmaxθ∈Θ �(θ). (24)

Note that no closed-form expressions for the estimates can be found, so numerical
procedures have to be employed. In order to prove the existence and consistency of the
CML estimators, it is sufficient to show that Condition 5.1 of Billingsley (1961) holds.
If Condition 5.1 holds, then Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of Billingsley (1961) guarantee that
there exists a consistent CML estimator being asymptotically normally distributed,

√
T

(
θ̂ML − θ

)
d→ N

(
0, I−1

1 (θ)
)

, (25)

where I1(θ) denotes the expected Fisher information. Condition 5.1 of Billingsley
(1961) is fulfilled provided that

1. the set D of (k, l) such that pk|l(θ) > 0 is independent of θ ;
2. each pk|l(θ) has continuous partial derivatives of third-order throughout Θ;
3. the d × w matrix

(
∂pk|l(θ)

∂θu

)
(k,l)∈D,u=1,...,w

has rank w throughout Θ , where d := |D| and w := dim(Θ);
4. for each θ ∈ Θ , there is only one ergodic set and there are no transient states.

Conditions 1 and 4 are fulfilled since all pk|l > 0 as stated earlier, while Condition 2
holds due to the polynomial structure of the pk|l . The third condition is also fulfilled
if we exclude trivial cases such as π1 = π2 [BAR(1) model] or r = 0 (LSET0-
BAR(1) model). Note that CML estimation for the usual BAR(1) model was already
investigated by Weiß and Kim (2013). For the LSET0 model, the parameter vector
reduces to θ = (π1, π2) ∈ (0; 1)2, and we have w = 2 in this case.

For the numerical maximization of the log-likelihood (23), we use the R function
optim with the expected Fisher information I in (25) being approximated by the
negative Hessian of the log-likelihood at the maximum (observed Fisher information).
The initial estimates required by such numerical procedures are obtained by the CLS
approach.

Next, we turn to the estimation of the threshold parameter. Note that R is a discrete-
valued parameter in our case. Hence, it cannot be directly included in the parameter set
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 a Set of parameters for LSET-BAR(1) model. b–d Boxplots of estimates for r , π1 and π2 for model
M1, with threshold set to its true value, R = 10

Θ of the above CLS or CML approaches; this is in contrast to the case of continuous-
valued SET models, see, e.g., Chan et al. (2014). So in order to estimate R, we
considered the same approach as Wang et al. (2014). Both CLS and CML estimations
are performed for different values of R in a reasonable set which depends on the
application. Finally, we choose the threshold value R as the value that delivers the
lowest Q(θ̂) or the lowest −�max, respectively.

To illustrate the estimationprocedures and small sample properties of the estimators,
we focus on the LSET-BAR(1) models with parameters

θ = (r, π1, π2) ∈ Θ :=
(
max

{
− π1

1−π1
,− π2

1−π2
,− 1−π1

π1
,− 1−π2

π2

}
; 1

)
× (0; 1)2

and R as given in Fig. 4a (note that model M1 is the one from Fig. 2). In total, 1000
independent replicates of time series of length 100, 500 and 1000 are generated from
each model, and the parameters are estimated by CLS and CML. Regarding the set of
values for the threshold parameter R, we consider 5 values centered in the true value
of R.
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The results are summarized in Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 in Appendix 2, while Fig. 4b–d
displays boxplots of the biases for θ̂ . The tables report for each model the (mean)
estimates and corresponding standard errors and, for each value of R, the percentage
of series for which R leads to the minimum Q(θ̂) in the CLS or the lowest −�max
in the CML estimation. First, note that the strategy to estimate R allows choosing
the correct value most of the times already for small sample sizes, and this hit rate
quickly approaches 100% for increasing T . This is similar to the case of the SETPAR
models studied by Wang et al. (2014), where a formal proof of the consistency of the
estimation approach for R is given. Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 also illustrate the unbiasedness
and consistency of the estimators θ̂ , since the bias and standard errors decrease to
zero as T increases. Furthermore, Fig. 4 illustrates the small sample properties of
the estimators: The componentwise estimates tend to be unbiased and consistent. The
results furthermore indicate that the CLS estimates present larger biases than CML
when obtained under an incorrect value of the threshold.

3.2 Likelihood ratio test

Let us now tackle the issue of testing for nonlinearity in the data. Petruccelli (1990)
investigated the performance of different tests for SETAR-type nonlinearity and con-
cluded that the likelihood ratio (LR) test was one of the best performers. Hence, we
consider an LR test in the sequel, with the null hypothesis of a BAR(1) model. In
order to prove the applicability of the test, we consider again the results in Billingsley
(1961). Let Φ be the parameter set of the BAR(1) model and Θ be the one of the
SET-BAR(1) model with specified threshold value R. We can define h : Φ → Θ as a
mapping from Φ into Θ in such a way that r1 = r2 = r and π1 = π2 = π . This map-
ping satisfies Condition 3.1 of Billingsley (1961). Together with Condition 5.1, which
is fulfilled as already shown before, Theorem 5.2 of Billingsley (1961) is applicable:
If θ0 = h(φ0) is the true parameter value, then

2

(
max

Θ
� − max

Φ
�

)
d→ χ2

w−c, (26)

where w := dim(Θ) and c := dim(Φ). For the set model, w = 4 and c = 2, so the
LR statistic converges to a χ2

2 distribution. If we choose the LSET model instead, we
have a convergence to a χ2

1 distribution. The finite-sample performance of the LR test
is briefly considered in Sect. 5 below.

4 Forecasting for SET-BAR(1) models

To forecast a SET-BAR(1) process, we use the forecasting distributions over all hori-
zons h ∈ N, i.e., the probabilistic distribution of XT+h based on the observed time
series up to time T (“more-than-one-step-ahead predictive distributions,” see Tong
2011). This approach leads to forecasts being themselves counts and therefore being
coherent with the sample space. It also allows the quantification of the uncertainty
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Fig. 5 Forecasting distributions for model M1 conditional on XT = 2
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Fig. 6 Forecasting distributions for model M1 conditional on XT = 12

associated with the future counts, which is important in a context of risk analysis.
Point forecasts, if needed, are easily obtained from the median or the mode of the
forecasting distribution. For the SET-BAR(1) process, the h-step-ahead conditional
distribution of XT+h given XT is given by

P(XT+h = xT+h | XT = xT ) = [Ph]xT+h ,xT , (27)

where P denotes the transition matrix defined via (3). To prove (27), note that the con-
ditional distribution of XT+h given XT satisfies the Chapman–Kolmogorov equations,
since we are concerned with a homogeneous Markov chain.

As an illustration, Figs. 5 and 6 represent the forecasting distributions for the
horizons h = 1, 10, 25, 50 steps ahead for model M1, i.e., (N , R; r, π1, π2) =
(40, 10; 0.3, 0.15, 0.4), conditioned on an observation in each of the two regimes,
XT = 2 and XT = 12, respectively. The figures show how, for growing h, these
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Table 1 Estimated bias and MSEs for median forecasts in models M1–M4

T … over all conditional distributions … conditional on

100 500 1000 XT = 2 XT = 12

100 500 1000 100 500 1000

M1 Bias −0.2448 −0.0645 −0.0235 −0.1198 −0.1680 −0.0960 −0.3925 −0.1690 −0.0940

MSE 2.1327 0.4273 0.2493 0.5348 0.1700 0.0960 1.1754 0.1750 0.0940

M2 Bias −0.0348 −0.0001 0.0117 −0.2457 −0.2690 −0.1760 0.0819 0.0580 0.0140

MSE 0.6619 0.1942 0.1239 0.4681 0.2690 0.1760 0.3428 0.0620 0.0140

M3 Bias −0.2711 −0.0556 −0.0327 −0.2592 −0.0060 0 −0.1704 −0.0120 −0.0040

MSE 1.3139 0.1998 0.1346 0.4840 0.0060 0 1.0533 0.0260 0.0040

M4 Bias −0.1667 −0.0401 −0.0297 −0.0866 0 0 −0.3454 −0.0380 −0.0040

MSE 0.4939 0.1423 0.0994 0.0866 0 0 0.4814 0.0380 0.0040

distributions converge to the stationary marginal distribution from Fig. 2, as expected
from the ergodicity of the process.

To assess the accuracy of the probabilistic forecasting in the case of estimated
parameters, we use an approach suggested by Corradi and Swanson (2006), which
measures accuracy using a distributional analog of mean squared error. Focussing
on the one-step-ahead forecast distribution, i.e., h = 1, we denote the conditional
distribution P(XT+1 = i | XT = j) by fi | j with i, j ∈ 0, 1, . . . , N . Then, the
mean squared error of the estimator f̂·| j for the predictive distribution f·| j is the
average over the support i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N } of E[( f̂i | j − fi | j )2] (note that the bias
1

N+1

∑N
i=0 E( f̂i | j − fi | j ) across the full support is equal to 0 since both the estimated

and true forecast distribution sum up to 1).We computed the accuracy of the predictive
distributions based on finite-sample paths for the models M1 to M4 from Sect. 3.1.
It turned out that the distributional “MSE,” as estimated from 1000 sample paths for
each of the models, is negligible. To further assess the accuracy of the forecasting
distribution, “Bias” and “MSE” of the median of the forecasting distributions f̂·| j
are averaged over all XT = j , see Table 1. There, we also show the results for two
particular cases concerning the distributions conditioned on XT = 2 (observation in
lower regime) and XT = 12 (upper regime), respectively. The results presented in
Table 1 indicate that the estimated median is slightly negatively biased, but both the
bias and the MSE generally decrease when the sample size increases.

5 Data example: measles in Germany in 2004–2005

We consider again the time series of measles infections in Germany in 2004 and 2005,
see Sect. 1. We have T = 105 data points and N = 38 districts. A plot of the data is
already shown in Fig. 1. The observed data have an empirical mean of x̄ ≈ 3.305, an
empirical variance of s2 ≈ 6.137 and a binomial index of dispersion of B̂ID ≈ 2.034.
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Fig. 7 Plot of SACF for measles data (2004–2005)

Table 2 Comparison of the
LSET’s CML estimates for
different threshold values

Standard errors are given in
parentheses

R r π1 π2 −�max

3 0.2546 0.0681 0.1174 217.62

(0.0907) (0.0074) (0.0114)

4 0.2245 0.0697 0.1376 215.05

(0.0906) (0.0063) (0.0142)

5 0.1947 0.0707 0.1604 212.28

(0.0876) (0.0057) (0.0169)

6 0.3083 0.0787 0.1482 218.24

(0.0744) (0.0065) (0.0229)

7 0.3381 0.0813 0.1594 218.81

(0.0679) (0.0066) (0.0299)

We have tested for overdispersion by using the approach of Weiß and Kim (2014)
and found that the data are significantly overdispersed on a 5% level. The plot of the
sample ACF (SACF) in Fig. 7 shows a slowly decaying extend of serial dependence.

In view of the level shift being visible in Fig. 1, we start with fitting an LSET
model to the data (later, we also consider the more general SET model and the more
special LSET0 model). We estimate the model parameters for threshold values of
R ∈ {3, . . . , 7}, which is a reasonable range when we take a look at the plot of the data
in Fig. 1. The estimates given different threshold values R are compared in Table 2.
Looking at−�max, we decide to consider amodel with a threshold value of R = 5, also
see Fig. 1. The initial values for the CML estimation procedure were obtained from
the CLS estimates computed for threshold values of R ∈ {3, . . . , 7}. The threshold
value that minimizes Q(θ) from Eq. (20) is also R = 5, and the corresponding CLS
estimates are r̂ = 0.28, π̂1 = 0.06 and π̂2 = 0.15.

We also applied the LR test of Sect. 3.2 to check whether such a nonlinear model is
appropriate for the data. For the LSET-BAR(1) model against the BAR(1) model by
McKenzie (1985) (also see Table 4 below), we obtain a value about 19.6 for the LR test
statistic, while our critical value on a 5% level is given by χ2

1;0.95 = 3.841. So we have
to reject the null hypothesis of a BAR(1) model. In order to verify the applicability of
the LR test from Sect. 3.2 for this data example, we simulated n = 1000 paths of the
BAR(1) model with the estimated parameters from Table 4 for different time series
length T = 100, 500, 1000 (with T = 100 being close to our data). We calculated the
test statistic for the SET- and LSET-BAR(1) model and studied, among others, the size
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Table 3 Simulated sizes
concerning the critical values
χ2
2,0.95 (SET-BAR(1) model)

and χ2
1,0.95 (LSET-BAR(1)

model), respectively

T = 100 T = 500 T = 1000

SET-BAR(1) 0.053 0.049 0.049

LSET-BAR(1) 0.045 0.043 0.048

Table 4 Comparison of estimated parameters (standard errors in parentheses) for different models for
measles data

Par. 1 Par. 2 Par. 3 Par. 4 AIC BIC

BAR(1) 0.0882 0.4158 – – 448.2 453.5

(π, r) (0.0070) (0.0550)

DD-BAR(1) 0.0419 0.5270 0 – 436.9 444.9

(a, b, r) (0.0095) (0.1077) (0.1765)

Bin. INARCH(1) 0.0419 0.5270 – – 434.9 440.2

(a, b) (0.0060) (0.0682)

SET-BAR(1) 0.0706 0.1558 0.1916 0.2904 432.5 443.1

(π1, π2, r1, r2) (0.0056) (0.0269) (0.0884) (0.375)

LSET-BAR(1) 0.0707 0.1604 0.1947 – 430.6 438.5

(π1, π2, r) (0.0057) (0.0169) (0.0876)

LSET0-BAR(1) 0.0689 0.1671 – – 433.4 438.7

(π1, π2) (0.0045) (0.0135)

All threshold models include a threshold value of R = 5

if using a critical value from the asymptotic χ2 distribution (again nominal level 5%).
The results in Table 3 show a good agreement already for time series length T = 100.
Furthermore, none of the simulated test statistic values reached the value of the test
statistic from the measles data example, which also confirms the rejection of the null
hypothesis.

Next, we compare different integer-valued models with a finite range. Besides the
threshold models introduced in this paper as well as the simple BAR(1) model (also
remember the above LR test), we consider the followingmodels: the above-mentioned
DD-BAR(1) model as well as its boundary case, the binomial INARCH(1) model
(Weiß and Pollett 2014, Section 4). Table 4 shows the comparison of the fitted models
for the given data example. All estimates of the LSET-BAR(1) model are significant
regarding the approximated standard errors, while for the full SET model, r2 is not
significant. Similarly, for the full DD model, r is not significant, which implies to
prefer its boundary case INARCH(1). Overall, however, the LSET-BAR(1) model has
the lowest AIC and BIC of all models and is the model of choice considering these
information criteria.

The difference between the models becomes clear through Fig. 8. The dot-
ted straight line represents the conditional mean of the BAR(1) model against
the previous observation xt−1, which is a linear function. The dashed straight
lines represent the conditional mean of the LSET0-BAR(1) model, which is piece-
wise constant in the regimes, see (12). The remaining solid straight lines refer
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Fig. 8 Dots represent observed frequencies for measles data with coordinates (xt−1, xt ). Lines represent
conditional means for BAR(1) (dotted), LSET-BAR(1) (solid) and LSET0-BAR(1) (dashed)
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Fig. 9 Forecast distribution for 1, 2, 3 and 4 weeks ahead, conditioned on x105 = 2, for the number of
districts with new measles infections

to the LSET-BAR(1) model and show a piecewise linear behavior with a unique
slope in both regimes. The conditional means of the DD-BAR(1) and the bino-
mial INARCH(1) model as well as that of the SET-BAR(1) model are not shown
in Fig. 8, since they are very similar to the ones of the BAR(1) or LSET-BAR(1)
model, respectively. If comparing the plotted conditional means with the observed
bivariate frequencies for (xt−1, xt ), the piecewise approaches seem more appropriate
since the frequencies concentrate either in the lower left or in upper right quar-
ter.

An important application of the fitted LSET model would be forecasting. The fore-
cast distributions up to 4weeks ahead, based on the fitted LSETmodel, are represented
in Fig. 9 and convey information that is important for public health monitoring. For
example, we can say that, conditional on the last observed value x105 = 2 (infections
observed in two districts), we observe infections in ≥ 6 districts (upper regime) in
the following week with a probability around 3.7%. With increasing forecast hori-
zon, this conditional probability increases up to about 11.0%. We also applied the
one-step-ahead forecast distributions to the measles data itself, see Fig. 1, where the
limits of the 95% prediction intervals are shown. Only two observations lie outside
these intervals, which adapt nicely to the level shift in the data. For the BAR(1)-
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Fig. 10 Comparison of histogram of measles data (bars) and marginal distribution of fitted LSET model
(ticks). 95% confidence bands from parametric bootstrap (black lines)

based forecasts instead (not shown), the 95% bands look clearly worse, which again
confirms preferring the LSET model for our measles data. Generally, if looking at
the coverage rates of the one-step-ahead prediction intervals for different levels, the
BAR(1) model always performs worst, and the LSET0 model is second worst, while
all remaining models do comparably well in terms of this retrospective forecast-
ing.

At this point, it is also interesting to look at a completely different approach
toward modeling the piecewise behavior. As already pointed out in Sect. 1, a
parameter-driven alternative would be a (two-state) binomial HMM (Zucchini and
MacDonald 2009). Although the estimates for the HMM’s transition matrix are not
significant, there are well-interpretable analogies between the fitted HMM and the
LSET-BAR(1) model. The estimated binomial parameters of the HMM are 0.0590
in the lower and 0.1740 in the upper regime, which are fairly close to the esti-
mates for π1, π2 in the LSET-BAR(1) model, the latter being 0.0707, 0.1604. The
stationary distribution in the HMM gives us a probability of 0.8132 to be in the
lower regime, while the LSET-BAR(1) model results in p = 0.8905. So both types
of regime switching model lead to similar conclusions with respect to the measles
data.

Although the LSET model performs best among all candidate models, it does
not perfectly describe the measles data. While the mean within the fitted LSET
model is close to the empirically observed one (3.060 vs. 3.305), its BID is vis-
ibly smaller than the empirically observed one (1.440 vs. 2.034). So the fitted
LSET model is not able to reflect the full extend of observed overdispersion,
which also becomes clear by looking at Fig. 10, where the LSET’s marginal dis-
tribution (together with 95% confidence bands from a parametric bootstrap) is
plotted against a histogram of the data. Although confidence bands and histogram
always overlap, the LSET’s distribution is stronger centered around values from 1
to 4. Another weakness of the fitted LSET model is that its ACF does not fit
the SACF of the measles data particularly well, see Fig. 11. This issue moti-
vates to discuss possible extensions of our basic SET models in the following
section, where we shall see that a higher delay parameter solves the ACF prob-
lem.
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Fig. 11 SACF and SPACF of measles data (bars) compared to estimated higher delay model (black dots)
and to estimated LSET-BAR(1) model from Table 4 (gray dots)

6 Possible extensions of the SET-BAR(1) model

6.1 Multiple regimes or higher-order dependence

The SET-BAR(1) model according to Definition 2.1 is a basic first-order model with
two regimes and with delay parameter 1. Depending on the concrete application, it
can be extended in several ways. First, more than two regimes are easily possible,
e.g., by dividing the range into k > 2 partitions of the form {0, . . . , R1}, {R1 +
1, . . . , R2}, . . . , {Rk−1 + 1, . . . , N } with 0 ≤ R1 < · · · < Rk−1 < N , with an
individual set of parameters (π1, r1), . . . , (πk, rk) for each regime. But since the finite
range will be quite small in many real data scenarios, the choice of only two regimes
will often be reasonable. Secondly, our approaches could be extended to higher-order
autoregressions by adapting the binomial AR(p) model of Weiß (2009), thus leading
to a pth-order Markov process (at the price of an increased number of parameters).
Here, we shall discuss a third possibility in some more detail, an extension of the
simple SET-BAR(1) model with a higher delay d > 1 by considering 1{Xt−d≤R} as
the condition for switching between the regimes, also see the analogous discussion
in Tong (2011). This extension comes along with the definition of more complex
threshold conditions, and it does not require additional parameters. Also here, the
Markov property is preserved (now dth-order Markov process), which is helpful for
parameter estimation and forecasting.

For delays d > 1, one may simply shift the threshold condition in time, leading
to Xt−d ≤ R. But a larger delay can also be combined with some function on the
last d observations, i.e., the threshold condition becomes f (Xt−d , . . . , Xt−1) ≤ R̃.
For example, the function f could be the mean of the past d observations, in analogy
to Thyregod et al. (1999). Of course, it may happen that f (Xt−d , . . . , Xt−1) attains
values outside the range {0, . . . , N }, so we have to choose the threshold value R̃ in an
appropriate way. If, as another example, f returns the minimum of Xt−d , . . . , Xt−1,
then at least one of the observations has to be not larger than R̃.

For themeasles data, we finally decided to discriminate the regimes in the following
way: The process is in the lower regime if max{Xt−3, Xt−2, Xt−1} ≤ 5, and in the
upper regime otherwise. Note that the max condition is equivalent to requiring that
all values Xt−3, Xt−2, Xt−1 ≤ 5. The results for the ACF and partial ACF (PACF)
of this extended model, compared to the LSET-BAR(1) model, are shown in Fig. 11.
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Obviously, we achieve a much better fit to both SACF and SPACF by this threshold
condition, and the new model shows a much longer memory. Furthermore, mean
(3.49), variance (5.83) and BID (1.84) of this model better agree with the empirically
observed values for the measles data.

6.2 A bivariate extension

The SET-BAR(1) process can also be generalized to the case of multivariate observa-
tions. A possible extension is to induce piecewise-type patterns to the class of bivariate
binomial autoregressive models introduced by Scotto et al. (2014), which are based
on the bivariate binomial thinning operator “⊗,” defined via

(α1, α2, ϕα) ⊗ X | X ∼ BVBII (X1, X2,min{X1, X2};α1, α2, ϕα) . (28)

The definition of the SET-BVBII-AR(1) is given below.

Definition 6.1 Let N := [N1 N2]′ ∈ N
2 be the vector of upper limits for the bivariate

range, let 0 ≤ R j < N j for j ∈ {1, 2} be the threshold values.

For i ∈ {0, 1}2 and j ∈ {1, 2}, let π(i)
j ∈ (0; 1), and

r (i)
j ∈

(
max

{
− π

(i)
j

1 − π(i)
, −1 − π

(i)
j

π
(i)
j

}
; 1

)
.

In addition, define β
(i)
j := π

(i)
j · (1 − r (i)

j ) ∈ (0; 1) and α
(i)
j := β

(i)
j + r (i)

j ∈ (0; 1).
Let α(i) := (α

(i)
1 , α

(i)
2 , ϕ

(i)
α ) and β(i) := (β

(i)
1 , β

(i)
2 , ϕ

(i)
β ).

The process (Xt ) of bivariate random variables Xt := [Xt,1 Xt,2]′ is called
SET-BVBII-AR(1) if Xt satisfies the recursion

Xt = φt ⊗ Xt−1 + ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1) for t ∈ Z, (29)

where φt := α(I t−1), ηt := β(I t−1), and I t−1 := [1{Xt−1,1>R1} 1{Xt−1,2>R2}]′.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the thinnings are performed independently of each

other.

So the bivariate indicator I t−1 distinguishes between the following events:

I t−1 = [0 0]′ iff {Xt−1,1 ≤ R1, Xt−1,2 ≤ R2};
I t−1 = [0 1]′ iff {Xt−1,1 ≤ R1, Xt−1,2 > R2};
I t−1 = [1 0]′ iff {Xt−1,1 > R1, Xt−1,2 ≤ R2};
I t−1 = [1 1]′ iff {Xt−1,1 > R1, Xt−1,2 > R2}.

The transition probabilities at lag 1 of the SET-BVBII-AR(1) model are computed
through the expression
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pk|l := P(Xt = k | Xt−1 = l) ≡ P
(
φt ⊗ Xt−1 + ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1) = k | Xt−1 = l

)

=
min{k1,l1}∑

a1=0

min{k2,l2}∑
a2=0

p(l1,l2;α(i))(a1, a2) p(N1−l1,N2−l2;β(i))(k1 − a1, k2 − a2),

where k := [k1 k2]′, l := [l1 12]′ as well as i := [1{l1>R1} 1{l2>R2}]′, and where
the bivariate probability mass functions p(·)(·) defined as in equation (13) in Scotto
et al. (2014, p. 236). Note that since these transition probabilities are truly positive,
the SET-BVBII-AR(1) process is a primitive and finite-state Markov chain, which, in
turn, implies irreducibility and aperiodicity. Hence, a uniquely determined stationary
marginal distribution exists. Denoting the transition matrix by P := (pk|l ), the unique
stationary marginal distribution, expressed as a vector p, is obtained as the solution
of the linear equation P p = p.

Now we are prepared to obtain the mean, the variance and the autocovariance
function of the process. For simplicity in notation, we define qi := P(I t−1 = i)
and u j,i := E[Xt−1, j |I t−1 = i], σ 2

j,i := V [Xt−1, j |I t−1 = i] for i ∈ {0, 1}2 and
j ∈ {1, 2}. The mean of the process is given by

E[Xt ] =
∑
i

qi

[
α

(i)
1 u1,i + β

(i)
1 ν1,i

α
(i)
2 u2,i + β

(i)
2 ν2,i

]
.

In order to calculate the variance (componentwise), note first that

V [Xt ] = V
[
φt ⊗ Xt−1 + ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1)

]
= V

[
φt ⊗ Xt−1

] + V
[
ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1)

]
+2Cov

[
φt ⊗ Xt−1, ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1)

]
=: I + II + III.

The term I can be obtained through the expression

I = V
[
E(φt ⊗ Xt−1|Xt−1)

] + E
[
V (φt ⊗ Xt−1|Xt−1)

]

=
∑
i

qi

[
(α

(i)
1 )2 σ 2

1,i + α
(i)
1 (1 − α

(i)
1 ) u1,i

(α
(i)
2 )2 σ 2

2,i + α
(i)
2 (1 − α

(i)
2 ) u2,i

]
.

By similar arguments, it follows that

II =
∑
i

qi

⎡
⎣β

(i)
1

2
σ 2
1,i + β

(i)
1 (1 − β

(i)
1 ) (N1 − u1,i )

β
(i)
2

2
σ 2
2,i + β

(i)
2 (1 − β

(i)
2 ) (N2 − u2,i )

⎤
⎦ .
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Finally, to obtain III, note that

Cov
[(

φt ⊗ Xt−1
)
j ,

(
ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1)

)
j

]

=
∑
i

qi Cov

[(
α(i) ⊗ Xt−1

)
j
,
(
β(i) ⊗ (N − Xt−1)

)
j

| I t−1 = i
]

= −
∑
i

qi α
(i)
j β

(i)
j Cov[Xt−1, j , Xt−1, j | I t−1 = i].

To calculate the cross-covariance function, we proceed as follows:

Cov[Xt,1, Xt,2] = Cov
[
(φt ⊗ Xt−1)1, (φt ⊗ Xt−1)2

]
+Cov

[(
ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1)

)
1 ,

(
ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1)

)
2

]
+Cov

[
(φt ⊗ Xt−1)1,

(
ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1)

)
2

]
+Cov

[(
ηt ⊗ (N − Xt−1)

)
1 , (φt ⊗ Xt−1)2

]
=: I + II + III + IV.

Straightforward (although tedious) algebraic calculations lead to

I + II =
∑
i

qi ·
[
(α

(i)
1 α

(i)
2 + β

(i)
1 β

(i)
2 ) · Cov[Xt−1,1, Xt−1,2 | I t−1 = i]

+ϕ(i)
α ·

√
α

(i)
1 α

(i)
2 (1 − α

(i)
1 )(1 − α

(i)
2 ) · E[min {Xt−1,1, Xt−1,2} | I t−1 = i]

+ ϕ
(i)
β ·

√
β

(i)
1 β

(i)
2 (1 − β

(i)
1 )(1 − β

(i)
2 )

·E[min {N1 − Xt−1,1, N2 − Xt−1,2} | I t−1 = i]] .

Similarly,

III + IV = −
∑
i

qi
(
α

(i)
1 β

(i)
2 + α

(i)
2 β

(i)
1

)
· Cov[Xt−1,1, Xt−1,2 | I t−1 = i],

and one concludes in analogy to Theorem 5.2 in Scotto et al. (2014).

7 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we proposed types of self-exciting threshold models for integer-valued
time series with a finite range, which are based on the BAR(1) model by McKenzie
(1985). We analyzed their marginal means and variances as well as further stochastic
properties, and we considered the topic of forecasting as an application. For estimation
purposes, we considered the conditional least squares and the maximum likelihood
approach, and we investigated both their asymptotic and finite-sample behavior. We
successfully applied the novel self-exciting thresholdmodels to a case study ofmeasles
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infections in Germany. Finally, we exemplified the potential for further generalizing
our models by proposing a model with a higher delay as well as a bivariate exten-
sion.
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Appendix 1: Proofs

Unconditional mean and variance

The unconditional mean (6) is a direct consequence of (4):

μX = E
[
E[Xt |Xt−1]

] = r1 μI X + (1 − r1)π1N p + r2 (μX − μI X )

+(1 − r2)π2N (1 − p)

= r2 μX + (r1 − r2) μI X + Np π1(1 − r1) + N (1 − p) π2(1 − r2).

For the unconditional variance (7), consider first

E
[
V [Xt |Xt−1]

]
(5)= E

[
It−1 (r1(1 − r1)(1 − 2π1)Xt−1 + N (1 − r1)π1 (1 − (1 − r1)π1))

]
+ E

[
(1 − It−1) (r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2)Xt−1 + N (1 − r2)π2 (1 − (1 − r2)π2))

]
= r1(1 − r1)(1 − 2π1)μI X + pN (1 − r1)π1 (1 − (1 − r1)π1)

+ r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2)(μX − μI X ) + (1 − p)N (1 − r2)π2 (1 − (1 − r2)π2) ,

(30)

as well as (note that E[It−1(1 − It−1) · Y ] = 0)

V
[
E[Xt |Xt−1]

] (4)= V
[
It−1 (r1Xt−1 + (1 − r1)π1N )

+(1 − It−1) (r2Xt−1 + (1 − r2)π2N )
]

= V
[
It−1 (r1Xt−1 + (1 − r1)π1N )

] + V
[
(1 − It−1) (r2Xt−1 + (1 − r2)π2N )

]
+ 2Cov

[
It−1 (r1Xt−1 + (1 − r1)π1N ) , (1 − It−1) (r2Xt−1 + (1 − r2)π2N )

]
= V

[
It−1r1Xt−1

] + V
[
It−1(1 − r1)π1N

]
+2Cov

[
It−1r1Xt−1, It−1(1 − r1)π1N

]
+ V

[
(1 − It−1)r2Xt−1

] + V
[
(1 − It−1)(1 − r2)π2N

]
+ 2Cov

[
(1 − It−1)r2Xt−1, (1 − It−1)(1 − r2)π2N

]
+ 0 −2 E

[
It−1 (r1Xt−1+(1− r1)π1N )

] ·E [
(1− It−1) (r2Xt−1+(1− r2)π2N )

]
= r21 V [It−1Xt−1] + (1 − r1)

2π2
1 N

2 p(1 − p)
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+2r1(1 − r1)π1N Cov[It−1Xt−1, It−1]
+ r22 V

[
(1 − It−1)Xt−1

] + (1 − r2)
2π2

2 N
2 p(1 − p)

+ 2r2(1 − r2)π2N Cov
[
(1 − It−1)Xt−1, (1 − It−1)

]
− 2r1r2μI X (μX − μI X ) − 2r1(1 − r2)π2(1 − p)NμI X

− 2r2(1 − r1)π1 pN (μX − μI X ) − 2p(1 − p)(1 − r1)π1(1 − r2)π2N
2

= r21 (μI X,2 − μ2
I X ) + (1 − r1)

2π2
1 N

2 p(1 − p) + 2r1(1 − r1)π1N (1 − p)μI X

+ r22 (σ 2
X + 2μXμI X − μI X,2 − μ2

I X ) + (1 − r2)
2π2

2 N
2 p(1 − p)

+ 2r2(1 − r2)π2Np(μX − μI X )

− 2r1r2μI X (μX − μI X ) − 2r1(1 − r2)π2(1 − p)NμI X

− 2r2(1 − r1)π1 pN (μX − μI X ) − 2p(1 − p)(1 − r1)π1(1 − r2)π2N
2. (31)

Insertion of (30) and (31) into σ 2
X = E

[
V [Xt |Xt−1]

]+V
[
E[Xt |Xt−1]

]
and reorder-

ing gives

(1 − r22 )σ 2
X

= r1(1 − r1)(1 − 2π1)μI X + r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2)(μX − μI X )

+ Np(1 − r1)π1 (1 − (1 − r1)π1)+N (1 − p)(1 − r2)π2 (1 − (1 − r2)π2)

+ r21 (μI X,2 − μ2
I X )+2r22 μXμI X −r22 (μI X,2 + μ2

I X ) − 2r1r2μI X (μX − μI X )

+ (1 − r1)
2π2

1 N
2 p(1 − p) + (1 − r2)

2π2
2 N

2 p(1 − p)

− 2(1 − r1)π1(1 − r2)π2N
2 p(1 − p)

+ 2r1(1 − r1)π1N (1 − p)μI X − 2r1(1 − r2)π2N (1 − p)μI X

+ 2r2(1 − r2)π2Np(μX − μI X ) − 2r2(1 − r1)π1Np(μX − μI X )

= (r1(1 − r1)(1 − 2π1) − r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2)) μI X + r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2) μX

+ Np(1 − r1)π1 (1 − (1 − r1)π1) + N (1 − p)(1 − r2)π2 (1 − (1 − r2)π2)

+ (r21 − r22 ) μI X,2 − (r1 − r2)
2 μ2

I X − 2r2(r1 − r2) μXμI X

+ N 2 p(1 − p) ((1 − r1)π1 − (1 − r2)π2)
2

+ 2N (1 − p)r1 ((1 − r1)π1 − (1 − r2)π2) μI X

− 2Npr2 ((1 − r1)π1 − (1 − r2)π2) (μX − μI X )

= r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2) μX − 2Npr2 ((1 − r1)π1 − (1 − r2)π2) μX

− 2r2(r1 − r2) μXμI X + (r21 − r22 ) μI X,2 − (r1 − r2)
2 μ2

I X

+ 2N (r1 − p(r1 − r2)) ((1 − r1)π1 − (1 − r2)π2) μI X

+ (r1(1 − r1)(1 − 2π1) − r2(1 − r2)(1 − 2π2)) μI X

+ Np(1 − r1)π1 (1 − (1 − r1)π1) + N (1 − p)(1 − r2)π2 (1 − (1 − r2)π2)

+ N 2 p(1 − p) ((1 − r1)π1 − (1 − r2)π2)
2 .

This completes the proof of the variance formula (7).
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To get the properties of the LSET-BAR(1) model, we have to insert r := r1 = r2
into the Eqs. (6) and (7). We start with the mean (10):

(1 − r) μX = 0 + Np π1(1 − r) + N (1 − p) π2(1 − r).

The derivation of the variance (11) is more tedious:

(1 − r2)σ 2
X

= r(1 − r)(1 − 2π2) μX + 2Np r(1 − r) (π2 − π1) μX

− 2N r(1 − r) (π2 − π1) μI X + r(1 − r) ((1 − 2π1) − (1 − 2π2)) μI X

+ Np(1 − r)π1 (1 − (1 − r)π1) + N (1 − p)(1 − r)π2 (1 − (1 − r)π2)

+ N 2 p(1 − p) (1 − r)2 (π2 − π1)
2

= r(1 − r)(1 − 2π2) N (p π1 + (1 − p) π2)

+ 2Np r(1 − r) (π2 − π1) N (π2 − p(π2 − π1))

− 2(N − 1) r(1 − r) (π2 − π1) μI X + Np (1 − r2) π1(1 − π1)

− Np r(1 − r) π1(1 − 2π1)

+ N (1 − p) (1 − r2) π2(1 − π2) − N (1 − p) r(1 − r) π2(1 − 2π2)

+ N 2 p(1 − p) (1 − r2) (π2 − π1)
2 − 2 N 2 p(1 − p) r(1 − r) (π2 − π1)

2

= Np r(1 − r) π1 ((1 − 2π2) − (1 − 2π1))

+ 2 N 2 p r(1 − r) π2(π2 − π1) − 2 N 2 p2 r(1 − r) (π2 − π1)
2

− 2 N 2 p(1 − p) r(1 − r) (π2 − π1)
2 − 2(N − 1) r(1 − r) (π2 − π1) μI X

+ Np (1 − r2) π1(1 − π1) + N (1 − p) (1 − r2) π2(1 − π2)

+ N 2 p(1 − p) (1 − r2) (π2 − π1)
2

= − 2 Np r(1 − r) π1(π2 − π1) + 2 N 2 p r(1 − r) π2(π2 − π1)

− 2 N 2 p r(1 − r) (π2 − π1)
2 − 2(N − 1) r(1 − r) (π2 − π1) μI X

+ Np (1 − r2) π1(1 − π1) + N (1 − p) (1 − r2) π2(1 − π2)

+ N 2 p(1 − p) (1 − r2) (π2 − π1)
2

= 2 (N − 1) r(1 − r)(π2 − π1) Np π1 − 2(N − 1) r(1 − r) (π2 − π1) μI X

+ Np (1 − r2) π1(1 − π1) + N (1 − p) (1 − r2) π2(1 − π2)

+ N 2 p(1 − p) (1 − r2) (π2 − π1)
2.

This completes the proof.

Binomial index of dispersion

First, we consider the denominator of the BID (15) for the case of the LSET model
(r1 = r2 = r ). Using (10), we obtain
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μX

N

(
1 − μX

N

)
= (p π1 + (1 − p) π2) (1 − (p π1 + (1 − p) π2))

= pπ1 + (1 − p)π2 − p2π2
1 − 2p(1 − p)π1π2 − (1 − p)2π2

2

= pπ1 + (1 − p)π2 − pπ2
1

+ p(1 − p)π2
1 − (1 − p)π2

2 + p(1 − p)π2
2 − 2p(1 − p)π1π2

= p π1(1 − π1) + (1 − p) π2(1 − π2) + p(1 − p) (π2 − π1)
2.

(32)

Then we look for matching terms in the numerator. First note that

N 2 p(1 − p) (π2 − π1)
2 = Np(1 − p) (π2 − π1)

2 + N (N − 1) p(1 − p) (π2 − π1)
2.

Using this together with (11) and (32), we find

σ 2
X = μX (1 − μX/N ) + N (N − 1) p(1 − p) (π2 − π1)

2

+ 2r

1 + r
(N − 1) (π2 − π1) (Np π1 − μI X ) .

Bringing the results together leads to (16) for the BID. Note that only the last term,
2r
1+r . . ., might become negative.

If r = 0, (16) reduces to

BID = 1 + p(1 − p)N (N − 1)(π2 − π1)
2

pπ1(1 − π1) + (1 − p)π2(1 − π2) + p(1 − p)(π2 − π1)2
≥ 1.

Autocovariance function

By the law of total covariance, we obtain

γ (k) := Cov[Xt , Xt−k] = Cov
[
E[Xt |Xt−1, . . .], E[Xt−k |Xt−1, . . .]

] + 0
(8)= Cov

[
r Xt−1 + N (1 − r) (π2 + It−1 (π1 − π2)) , Xt−k

]
= r · Cov[Xt−1, Xt−k] + N (1 − r) · (π1 − π2) · Cov[It−1, Xt−k]

= · · · = rk V [Xt−k] + N (1 − r) · (π1 − π2) ·
k∑

s=1

rs−1 Cov[It−s, Xt−k],

which proves (18).

Appendix 2: Tables

See Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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Table 5 Conditional least squares and conditional maximum likelihood estimates for (r, π1, π2) and R in
the LSET-BAR(1) model. Model M1: (N , R; r, π1, π2) = (40, 10; 0.3, 0.15, 0.4)
T R CLS CML

r π1 π2 Percent r π1 π2 Percent

100 8 0.57 0.17 0.31 3.2 0.39 0.15 0.32 4.1

(0.18) (0.16) (0.27) (0.11) (0.03) (0.09)

9 0.42 0.16 0.35 8.5 0.33 0.15 0.35 7.3

(0.14) (0.02) (0.07) (0.11) (0.03) (0.09)

10 0.27 0.15 0.39 83.7 0.26 0.14 0.37 84.9

(0.08) (0.02) (0.03) (0.12) (0.04) (0.10)

11 0.39 0.18 0.39 2.9 0.32 0.17 0.37 3.1

(0.13) (0.05) (0.03) (0.11) (0.06) (0.09)

12 0.53 0.21 0.37 1.7 0.37 0.18 0.37 0.6

(0.16) (0.07) (0.06) (0.12) (0.07) (0.09)

500 8 0.64 0.17 0.35 0 0.42 0.16 0.36 0

(0.08) (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) (0.01) (0.02)

9 0.46 0.15 0.38 0 0.36 0.15 0.38 0

(0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.04) (0.01) (0.01)

10 0.29 0.15 0.40 99.9 0.29 0.15 0.40 100

(0.05) (0.00) (0.00) (0.04) (0.01) (0.01)

11 0.43 0.16 0.40 0.1 0.35 0.16 0.40 0

(0.06) (0.01) (0.01) (0.04) (0.01) (0.01)

12 0.58 0.19 0.38 0 0.41 0.18 0.39 0

(0.07) (0.02) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01)

1000 8 0.64 0.17 0.35 0 0.43 0.15 0.36 0

(0.06) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.00) (0.01)

9 0.46 0.15 0.38 0 0.36 0.15 0.38 0

(0.05) (0.00) (0.01) (0.02) (0.00) (0.00)

10 0.30 0.15 0.40 100 0.30 0.15 0.40 100

(0.03) (0.00) (0.00) (0.03) (0.00) (0.00)

11 0.44 0.16 0.40 0 0.36 0.16 0.40 0

(0.04) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

12 0.59 0.18 0.39 0 0.41 0.17 0.40 0

(0.05) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 6 Conditional least squares and conditional maximum likelihood estimates for (r, π1, π2) and R in
the LSET-BAR(1) model. Model M2: (N , R; r, π1, π2) = (20, 4; 0.3, 0.15, 0.4)
T R CLS CML

r π1 π2 Percent r π1 π2 Percent

100 2 0.61 0.25 0.34 4.9 0.48 0.20 0.35 5.1

(0.13) (0.10) (0.05) (0.08) (0.06) (0.04)

3 0.49 0.19 0.37 1.5 0.40 0.17 0.37 1.7

(0.13) (0.05) (0.03) (0.09) (0.05) (0.03)

4 0.27 0.16 0.40 91.9 0.28 0.16 0.39 92.0

(0.11) (0.03) (0.02) (0.11) (0.04) (0.04)

5 0.42 0.25 0.39 1.7 0.36 0.23 0.39 1.1

(0.14) (0.06) (0.03) (0.09) (0.06) (0.02)

6 0.62 0.37 0.30 0 0.43 0.28 0.38 0.1

(0.17) (0.41) (0.52) (0.08) (0.07) (0.02)

500 2 0.63 0.22 0.35 0 0.48 0.18 0.36 0

(0.06) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02)

3 0.50 0.17 0.37 0 0.41 0.16 0.38 0

(0.06) (0.02) (0.01) (0.04) (0.01) (0.01)

4 0.29 0.15 0.40 100 0.30 0.15 0.40 100

(0.05) (0.01) (0.01) (0.05) (0.01) (0.01)

5 0.46 0.23 0.39 0 0.38 0.22 0.40 0

(0.06) (0.02) (0.01) (0.04) (0.02) (0.01)

6 0.67 0.33 0.34 0 0.45 0.27 0.39 0

(0.07) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.01)

1000 2 0.63 0.22 0.35 0 0.48 0.18 0.36 0

(0.04) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

3 0.51 0.17 0.37 0 0.41 0.16 0.38 0

(0.04) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

4 0.30 0.15 0.40 100 0.30 0.15 0.40 100

(0.03) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03) (0.01) (0.01)

5 0.46 0.23 0.39 0 0.38 0.22 0.40 0

(0.04) (0.02) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01)

6 0.68 0.33 0.34 0 0.46 0.27 0.39 0

(0.05) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01)

Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 7 Conditional least squares and conditional maximum likelihood estimates for (r, π1, π2) and R in
the LSET-BAR(1) model. Model M3: (N , R; r, π1, π2) = (40, 10; 0.7, 0.15, 0.4)
T R CLS CML

r π1 π2 Percent r π1 π2 Percent

100 8 0.77 0.18 0.28 2.8 0.71 0.16 0.30 3.6

(0.11) (0.07) (0.13) (0.04) (0.06) (0.11)

9 0.71 0.17 0.32 12 0.70 0.16 0.32 12.2

(0.09) (0.05) (0.11) (0.04) (0.05) (0.12)

10 0.66 0.17 0.37 61.5 0.69 0.17 0.37 61.5

(0.08) (0.05) (0.07) (0.05) (0.05) (0.08)

11 0.71 0.21 0.38 8.9 0.70 0.21 0.38 8.9

(0.09) (0.10) (0.06) (0.04) (0.11) (0.07)

12 0.76 0.21 0.37 3.8 0.71 0.22 0.38 3.8

(0.10) (0.10) (0.08) (0.04) (0.10) (0.07)

500 8 0.83 0.17 0.34 0 0.72 0.15 0.36 0

(0.05) (0.02) (0.05) (0.02) (0.01) (0.03)

9 0.76 0.15 0.37 0.5 0.70 0.15 0.38 1

(0.04) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

10 0.69 0.15 0.40 97.4 0.70 0.15 0.40 97.2

(0.04) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

11 0.74 0.16 0.39 1.9 0.70 0.16 0.40 1.6

(0.04) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

12 0.80 0.19 0.38 0.2 0.71 0.17 0.40 0.2

(0.05) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

1000 8 0.84 0.16 0.34 0 0.72 0.15 0.36 0

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

9 0.76 0.15 0.38 0 0.71 0.15 0.38 0

(0.03) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

10 0.70 0.15 0.40 99.9 0.70 0.15 0.40 99.9

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.02)

11 0.75 0.16 0.39 0.1 0.71 0.16 0.39 0.1

(0.03) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

12 0.81 0.18 0.38 0 0.71 0.17 0.40 0

(0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Standard errors in parentheses
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Table 8 Conditional least squares and conditional maximum likelihood estimates for (r, π1, π2) and R in
the LSET-BAR(1) model. Model M4: (N , R; r, π1, π2) = (20, 5; 0.7, 0.15, 0.4)
T R CLS CML

r π1 π2 Percent r π1 π2 Percent

100 3 0.82 0.23 0.24 6.5 0.73 0.17 0.27 3.1

(0.10) (0.14) (0.10) (0.04) (0.05) (0.09)

4 0.75 0.17 0.29 1.1 0.71 0.16 0.31 7.8

(0.10) (0.05) (0.10) (0.05) (0.03) (0.10)

5 0.65 0.16 0.37 68.9 0.69 0.16 0.37 74.8

(0.09) (0.03) (0.07) (0.04) (0.05) (0.09)

6 0.76 0.21 0.34 9.9 0.71 0.19 0.36 9.8

(0.09) (0.08) (0.10) (0.04) (0.05) (0.09)

7 0.82 0.24 0.29 3.9 0.73 0.21 0.35 4.5

(0.08) (0.10) (0.12) (0.04) (0.06) (0.10)

500 3 0.90 0.28 0.19 0 0.73 0.16 0.29 0

(0.03) (0.14) (0.16) (0.02) (0.01) (0.04)

4 0.81 0.17 0.32 0 0.71 0.15 0.04 0

(0.04) (0.02) (0.05) (0.02) (0.01) (0.03)

5 0.69 0.15 0.40 99.5 0.70 0.15 0.40 99.9

(0.04) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02)

6 0.80 0.19 0.37 0.4 0.71 0.17 0.39 0.1

(0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

7 0.88 0.24 0.26 0.1 0.73 0.19 0.39 0

(0.04) (0.13) (0.34) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03)

1000 3 0.90 0.27 0.20 0 0.74 0.16 0.30 0

(0.02) (0.05) (0.08) (0.01) (0.01) (0.03)

4 0.82 0.17 0.32 0 0.71 0.15 0.3 0

(0.03) (0.01) (0.03) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02)

5 0.69 0.15 0.40 99.9 0.70 0.15 0.40 99.9

(0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

6 0.80 0.18 0.37 0.1 0.71 0.17 0.40 0.1

(0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

7 0.88 0.23 0.26 0 0.73 0.19 0.39 0

(0.03) (0.04) (0.08) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02)

Standard errors in parentheses
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